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1.0

Mission Statement & Standing Request

Mission Statement. The Utah Center for Legal Inclusion (UCLI) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization dedicated to
advancing the goals of equity and inclusion in Utah’s legal profession. By coordinating with the Utah State Bar and
its affinity groups, legal employers, government agencies, educational institutions, and community partners, UCLI
strives to enhance organizational inclusion, facilitate educational opportunities and professional advancement for
students and attorneys with diverse backgrounds, assist in eliminating bias in Utah’s justice system, and track the
progress of legal inclusion efforts throughout the state. UCLI invites all to participate in its inclusion initiatives,
which will help strengthen Utah’s legal institutions in an increasingly diverse state.
Standing Request. UCLI recognizes the unique challenges and sensitivities inherent in the topics of diversity, equity,
and inclusion. It will make every effort to be sensitive to all groups and interests that exist in Utah and specifically,
in Utah’s legal community. To that end, UCLI asks that you join the conversation. Help UCLI navigate these
sensitive and important topics. Please send us your feedback, suggestions, and criticisms by visiting
http://www.utahcli.org/contact-us/ or by emailing utah.ucli@gmail.com. Let us know how we can improve,
share your experience and perspective, and provide new ideas for achieving UCLI’s objectives.
2.0

Executive Summary

In 2018, UCLI’s six committees laid the groundwork and began developing a number of projects and initiatives
aimed at achieving UCLI’s short- and long-term goals. These projects, more fully detailed below, include UCLI’s
Team Mentoring Initiative, UCLI’s Certification Program for legal employers, UCLI’s state-wide Advisory
Groups, and UCLI’s Utah Library Project. UCLI also added new members to its voting board and committee
membership. In addition, UCLI revised the scope and goals of some of the committees to better reflect the
immediate needs and resources within each area of focus:
•

•

•

Education—chaired by Judge Clemens Landau and Geidy Achecar: UCLI will continue to develop and
implement a comprehensive education and mentoring initiative that serves diverse students in
achieving academic and professional goals in the law, beginning in K-12 schools and continuing
through undergraduate institutions and law schools.
Advancement—chaired by Kate Conyers and Matt Durham: UCLI will continue to support and encourage
professional advancement for all attorneys. As a continuation of the mentoring efforts developed by
the Education Committee, UCLI will develop an initiative that supports attorneys by providing
mentoring and advancement opportunities from the time an attorney enters the legal profession in
Utah and throughout her or his legal career. As a particular area of focus, UCLI will promote equity
and inclusion on Utah’s bench by identifying, encouraging, and mentoring qualified judicial candidates
with diverse backgrounds and assisting the candidates during the appointment process. To that end,
UCLI is developing advisory groups in each of Utah’s eight judicial districts to facilitate outreach
throughout the state.
Organizational Inclusion—chaired by James Sorenson: UCLI will work with attorneys, legal employers, and
Utah’s business community to develop programs, particularly a UCLI Certification Program, to ensure
inclusive work environments, satisfy client requirements, and provide relevant training. UCLI will also
create training programs for attorneys and legal employers that address topics such as recognizing
implicit bias, fostering inclusive workspaces, and recruiting, retaining, and promoting attorneys with
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•

•
•

diverse backgrounds. Additionally, UCLI will assist with training and programs for the judiciary to help
address issues specific to potential biases on the bench.
Community Outreach—chaired by Grace Acosta and Cliff Parkinson: This Committee is building partnerships
with local businesses and chambers of commerce to raise awareness and build support for legal
inclusion efforts. The Community Outreach Committee will also partner with community groups and
organizations serving diverse and marginalized populations in an effort to develop more effective
programs and plans that meet the legal needs of various community interests. Through these efforts,
UCLI aims to (i) ensure that all Utahns understand and trust Utah’s courts and justice system, (ii)
increase proximity between lawyers and diverse populations in Utah, and (iii) amplify access-to-justice
efforts around the state.
Tracking Progress—chaired by John Baldwin: UCLI will work with the Utah State Bar and other partners to
gather reliable data reflecting the current demographics of Utah’s legal profession and track the
progress of equity and inclusion initiatives over time.
Development—chaired by Annette Jarvis and Alexandra Sandvik: UCLI will promote UCLI throughout the
state and structure fundraising plans to ensure its long-term sustainability.

In 2018, UCLI also hired an interim Executive Director, Aida Neimarlija, to oversee and manage UCLI’s
operations for the first six-months in 2019. Neimarlija’s experience, background, as well as professional and civil
involvement make her well- qualified to serve as interim Executive Director. Ms. Neimarlija is a trial attorney and
was formerly a partner at the law firms of Burbidge Mitchell & Gross and Gross & Rooney. Before that, she
practiced at Howrey LLP. Ms. Neimarlija immigrated to the United States in 1994 as a refugee after escaping
genocide and war in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Prior to graduating from law school, Neimarlija completed various
legal internships, including the Utah Court of Appeals, the War Crimes Tribunal in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and
the Securities and Exchange Commission. Ms. Neimarlija currently serves as Chair of the Utah Appellate Courts
Nominating Commission and as a board member of the Federal Bar Association and Salt Lake County Bar
Association. She is also a past-president of Women Lawyers of Utah. UCLI will strive, with Neimarlija’s and the
Development Committee’s assistance, to hire a full-time Executive Director in July 2019 and a supporting staff
member.
3.0

Utah Demographics and Diversity Efforts

During the twentieth century, Utah’s legal profession made progress toward including people of various
backgrounds, including women and racial minorities. Between 1872 and 1975, the Utah State Bar admitted ninetyone women, and the next year an additional twenty-eight women graduated, which helped the Bar push past the
mark of one hundred women attorneys. The first minority attorney in Utah was admitted to practice in 1909, and
by 1980, fifty minority attorneys had been admitted.
While UCLI celebrates these milestones, continued progress has been slow and has stalled in recent years. Despite
the fact that the overall population in Utah is becoming more diverse, the legal profession has not followed the
same trajectory. Surveys show that women and minorities are still significantly under-represented. We recognize
that race and gender are not the only relevant categories, but statistics for disability, sexual orientation, religion,
and other demographics are more difficult to obtain. Nonetheless, race and gender statistics are indicative of that
the legal profession continues to be primarily composed of white male attorneys.
Over the years, the Utah State Bar and several existing organizations have engaged in efforts to improve the
inclusiveness of Utah’s legal profession. For example, the Utah Minority Bar Association proposed and the Utah
4

State Bar adopted the Pledge to Racial and Ethnic Diversity. Several legal employers in Utah signed the pledge,
indicating their commitment to increase the hiring, retention, and promotion of attorneys of color. Women
Lawyers of Utah has developed various inclusion programs, including a special project committee focused on
community outreach to groups that provide educational and other resources to girls in elementary and secondary
schools. In addition, the LGBT and Allied Lawyers of Utah provide scholarship funds to LGBTQ students
pursuing legal careers. These examples provide a small sampling of existing efforts aimed at promoting equity and
inclusion in Utah’s legal profession. UCLI was formed to coordinate and enhance these existing efforts and to
develop a comprehensive structure that will meet the specific needs of Utah’s legal community as Utah’s
demographics change. In order to gain widespread support throughout the legal profession, UCLI formed an
inaugural Board of Directors in November 2016 with representation from various segments of the legal profession
and from all political and ideological backgrounds.1 The Board of Directors worked to identify and refine UCLI’s
scope and purpose. It published UCLI’s Strategic Plan, available here.
4.0

Organizational Structure

UCLI’s organizational structure evolved in 2018. UCLI is managed by its Board of Directors, which includes
several members from the legal and business communities and the chairs of UCLI’s six committees. The Board of
Directors also consists of advisory member representatives of the Utah Minority Bar Association, Women
Lawyers of Utah, LGBT and Allied Lawyers of Utah, Young Lawyers Division, the Utah Supreme Court and
district courts, the Utah Federal District Court, Utah’s Disability Law Center, S.J. Quinney College of Law and J.
Reuben Clark Law School. UCLI’s Executive Director, Aida Neimarlija, manages UCLI’s day-to-day operations,
committee efforts, and trainings.
Oversight is provided by UCLI’s Executive Committee, which is tasked with managing the organization’s major
operations. The Executive Committee is composed of UCLI’s two co-Chairs, Justice Christine Durham (retired)
and Francis Wikstrom; UCLI’s two co-Presidents, Melinda Bowen and Kristen Olsen; and UCLI’s Executive
Director, Aida Neimarlija.
The Board of Directors, Executive Committee, and Executive Director receive additional support from UCLI’s
officers: secretary, LaShel Shaw, treasurer, Karina Sargisan, communications director, Marshall Thompson, and
compliance officer, Samantha Scott.
UCLI is fortunate to also have as Board members Utah Supreme Court Justice John Pearce and the United States
District Judge David Nuffer.

1

The founding board members include Samuel Alba, Nathan Alder, John Baldwin, Aden Batar, Adrienne Bossi, Melinda Bowen,
Robert Clark, Justice Christine Durham, Matthew Durham, Kathy Dryer, Robert Flores, Amy Fowler, Sim Gill, James Jardine,
Annette Jarvis, Spencer Jones, Juan Carlos Judd, Clemens Landau, Justice Thomas Lee, Carol Lear, Jane Marquardt, Anne Milne,
Carolina Núñez, Kristen Olsen, Sean Reyes, Robert Rice, Trystan Smith, Rodney Snow, James Sorenson, Sarah Starkey, Judge
Vernice Trease, Angelina Tsu, and Francis Wikstrom.
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5.0

Officer Report Summaries
5.1

Treasurer Report

Volunteer attorney Karina Sargsian served as Treasurer in 2018 and continues to do so. While UCLI was
in its early planning phase in 2018, UCLI did not focus on fundraising. In 2018, thanks to primarily
donations of its Board members, UCLI was able to raise approximately $7,000, some of which was used to
sponsor the diverse West High School Mock Trial Team. The remaining funds are being used in 2019 to
fund a six-month stipend for the Interim Executive Director and other start-up and operating costs.
5.2

Communications Director Report

Volunteer attorney Marshall Thompson has maintained UCLI’s website and social media. In 2018,
Thompson developed a comprehensive communication strategy that identified key audiences, tools and
platforms, and strategic messaging. This overarching strategy will be supplemented by coordinated
communication strategies for each committee. Thompson met with the committees to assess their specific
needs and to help create committee-specific communication strategies. Thompson also updated the
website and publicized UCLI events and UCLI-related events on social media. This coming year, he will
focus on creating a regularly updated blog, circulating press releases, and incorporating additional social
media platforms. In addition, in 2019, UCLI will strive, with the help of website developers and database
experts to develop a complex, interactive webpage which will make UCLI the centralized database for
support to other legal organizations, community groups, students, affinity groups, and various employers.
5.3

Compliance Report

UCLI has received volunteer compliance support from Samantha Scott. Ms. Scott’s duties have been to
keep UCLI compliant with the laws which apply to UCLI as a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization. To the
best of UCLI’s knowledge, UCLI is currently in compliance with all requirements.
5.4

Secretary Report

In 2018, volunteer secretarial assistance was provided by attorney LaShel Shaw. She assisted in the
adoption of UCLI’s Strategic Plan, which in turn led to a reorganization of its management structure and
the creation of the separate voting board of directors. Shaw provided support to the newly-constituted
voting board which met twice in 2018. Due to the number of complex projects that will need to be
implemented in 2019, it is anticipated that UCLI will need to hire a part-time assistant.
Several new members were added to the voting board following its formation, including Development
Committee co-chairs Annette Jarvis and Alexandra Sandvik and Community Outreach co-chair Cliff
Parkinson. In addition to the voting board’s growth, the Education Committee, Advancement Committee,
Organizational Inclusion Committee, and Community Outreach Committee also added additional
members.
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6.0

Committee Report Summaries

In 2018, UCLI’s committees and committee chairs refined their goals and created structures for various initiatives
and projects. Below are summaries of reports provided by UCLI committee chairs, that highlight ongoing
projects, events, presentations, partnerships, and goals for 2019.
6.1

Education Committee

UCLI’s Education Committee has begun laying the foundation for a large-scale mentoring initiative that
will begin in K-12 schools and continue with students at undergraduate institutions and law schools. The
Education Committee will also coordinate with the Advancement Committee to continue mentoring
efforts when law graduates begin practicing law in Utah. To this end, the Education Committee has made
contact and begun developing relationships with representatives of each undergraduate institution in Utah,
to discuss existing diversity and inclusion efforts and to identify existing programs where UCLI can
provide volunteer support and other resources, along with areas where there are opportunities for new
efforts. The committee has also worked with other local nonprofit organizations, such as Latinos in
Action, that already provide mentoring programs to specific student demographic groups. In 2018, UCLI
representatives presented at job fairs and other career events in cooperation with Latinos in Action,
Brigham Young University, University of Utah, Weber State University, and Westminster College. In
addition, UCLI held events and gathered funds to sponsor the mock trial team at West High School, as
they traveled to a national competition in San Francisco. In total, UCLI raised $3,489.92 to help the team
with their travel expenses. The above efforts have built the foundation and created a precedent for the
team mentoring approach that will be a major focus for UCLI in 2019.
Looking Forward. To continue building upon the relationships developed by the Education Committee,
UCLI’s co-Presidents Kristen Olsen and Melinda Bowen will lead a Mentoring Task Force,2 that will create
a comprehensive mentoring/advisory initiative. After research completed in 2018, UCLI has determined it
will utilize a team approach that provides each mentee/student with multiple mentors/advisors, which will
facilitate relationships that can help students and lawyers at different steps in their educational and
professional journey. UCLI also hopes to utilize law students to act as part of the team of advisors for
younger students (K-12 and undergraduate students). UCLI will gather applications from students and
attorneys who wish to register for the program and request information to allow for effective pairing of
students with attorneys/mentors. The task force will then launch a pilot program and resolve any glitches
before launching the full program later in 2019.
6.2

Advancement Committee

UCLI’s Advancement Committee began several important projects in 2018. The committee began the
process of forming Advisory Groups in each judicial district outside of the Third District, with the aim of
expanding the reach of UCLI’s programs outside of the Salt Lake area. The committee has begun
compiling names of attorneys and others who may serve on these groups, consulting sources such as
affinity group membership lists, judicial nominee lists, and recommendations from Utah State Bar
Commissioners from each district. The committee hopes these groups will help train judicial nominating
commissions on diversity and inclusion issues; identify and encourage diverse attorneys to apply for
2

Members of this task force include Justice John Pearce, Engels Tejeda, former Judge Sam Alba, Nate Alder, Heather Thuet,
Kristen Olsen, and Melinda Bowen.
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various committees, commissions, and judicial vacancies; and provide mentorship and resources to
attorneys interested in applying for these positions.
To ensure UCLI identifies good candidates for these advisory groups and for other efforts, the
Advancement Committee presented its goals and objectives to the Utah State Bar Commission on
November 16, 2018. The committee co-chairs also plan to follow up with commissioners outside of the
Third Division to discuss the advisory groups. In September 2018, the co-chairs also met with Senator
Todd Weiler, the Chair of the Senate Judicial Confirmation Committee to discuss the goals and mission of
UCLI and the Advancement Committee. Senator Weiler has expressed interest in UCLI and may join one
of its committees.
Looking Forward. In 2019, the Advancement Committee plans to make several key contacts to help facilitate
its judicial advancement goals. In particular, the committee is in the process of setting up meetings and/or
training presentations with the governor, judicial nominating commissions, affinity groups, and the two
local law schools. The Advancement Committee will work closely with the Education Committee and the
Special Task Force to develop the various components of UCLI’s Team Mentoring Initiative, with
particular focus for this committee on how best to continue mentoring throughout legal careers.
6.3

Organizational Inclusion Committee

In 2018, UCLI’s Organizational Inclusions Committee focused on three primary areas: (1) developing a
UCLI Certification Program for legal employers throughout the state; (2) evaluating existing efforts within
the state’s judiciary to assess alignment with UCLI’s objectives and to make recommendations for
improvement; and (3) evaluating existing efforts within the Utah State Bar, with the same goals. Members
of the committee have begun conversations with the representatives of the judiciary and state bar to
accomplish the latter two goals.
With respect to the first area of focus, the committee has created the framework for the UCLI
Certification Program. The Certification Program will identify various goals that legal employers can work
toward and accomplish, such as creating inclusive hiring and retention policies, auditing existing
organizational practices, participating in mentoring initiatives, and other such goals that demonstrate each
employer’s commitment to the ideals of diversity and inclusion. The committee will work with individual
employers to assess needs and identify the goals most relevant to a particular organization. As employers
make progress and complete specific goals, they earn the opportunity to be “UCLI Certified,” which will
be helpful not only in recruiting and retention efforts, but also in business development. The
Organizational Inclusion Committee has collaborated with the Community Outreach Committee to
engage local business leaders in the conversation, with the hope of ensuring that the Certification Program
includes goals that correlate with relevant client metrics.
Looking Forward. The UCLI Certification Program will launch in 2019. The Organizational Inclusion
Committee is planning a launch event, with additional details coming soon. The committee will begin
working with interested legal employers and then assess any issues that may emerge during the Program’s
rollout. The committee will also begin to publicize the program throughout the state, in order to reach a
greater number of employers. In addition, the committee will consider extending the program to provide
training and resources to local businesses outside the realm of legal employers. Finally, the committee will
complete written reports regarding the status of the Utah State judiciary and Utah State Bar, which will
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discuss the efforts these groups are making in the areas of diversity and inclusion, along with identifying
suggestions for improvements and areas where UCLI can lend support.
6.4

Community Outreach

The Community Outreach Committee’s primary project in 2018 was the Utah Library Project. In
collaboration with Utah’s public libraries, the Utah Library Project is designed to provide underserved
communities with greater access to legal resources through the existing statewide library network and
volunteer attorneys.
The Utah Library Project aims to accomplish the following goals:
(1) Train library staff throughout the state to help library patrons access and utilize legal resources
through the Utah Court’s Online Court Assistance Program (OCAP).
(2) Train library staff throughout the state to help library patrons use Casemaker to access legal
research materials.
(3) Publicize the fact that resources like OCAP and Casemaker are accessible and free at Utah’s
public libraries.
(4) Provide attorneys throughout the state with volunteer opportunities at Utah libraries so that
they can become proximate with new populations in Utah.
On November 30, 2018, the Community Outreach co-chairs presented a formal proposal of the Utah
Library Project to Utah State’s Library Board. The Library Board expressed its enthusiasm for the project
and unanimously passed a motion for its implementation. The committee has also partnered with the Utah
State Bar and Casemaker to ensure access to free legal resources throughout the state. The committee is
very excited to pursue its partnership with the State Library Board. It is the committee’s hope to make
public libraries an accessible and affordable community legal resource for all Utahans. The committee
hopes that by increasing access to justice, libraries can help address systemic issues in our justice system
that result from lack of access to legal resources.
Looking Forward. 2019 will be a critical year for the Utah Library Project. In May 2019, the committee cochairs will provide a training presentation at the Utah Librarian’s conference in Sandy, Utah. The
presentation will focus on using OCAP and Casemaker so library staff and attorney volunteers can assist
patrons coming to libraries to utilize legal resources. The co-chairs will also produce online-training
materials for use in more remote libraries. Additionally, members of the committee and attorney
volunteers may provide some regional trainings at libraries throughout the state. The committee will also
explore media through which to effectively publicize the Utah Library Project. The target audience for
such publicity will be underserved segments of the Utah’s population.
The Community Outreach Committee has also identified a need to assist the refugees in Utah. The
committee will work with local organizations to put on training events for refugees related to legal issues.
The committee will also seek to mentor refugees and identify refugee students, working together with the
Education Committee to increase a number of refugee student applicants to local law schools.
The Committee will, with the assistance of the Communications Director and website specialists, also
create a database to ensure that UCLI is a valuable community resource.
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This Committee will also work closely with the business community to develop a UCLI Certification
program for Utah businesses, similar to the legal organizations Certification program. Specifically, the
Committee will secure commitments from businesses to building a more diverse and inclusive legal
profession in Utah in a form of monetary and in-kind sponsorships, as well as retaining services of law
firms that have earned UCLI Certification. As a starting point, this Committee will arrange a meeting with
the Utah’s Chamber of Commerce. The Committee will seek to introduce UCLI and its goals at a full
Chamber meeting to serve as a springboard for subsequent contact with individual business leaders.
6.5

Tracking Progress Committee

UCLI’s Tracking Progress Committee has begun developing a survey of lawyers, institutions, firms and
groups with legal departments to provide a baseline of current diversity and inclusion efforts to recruit,
retain, and advance diverse attorneys. The committee has worked with representatives of the affinity
groups, along with a representative of the Utah Disability Center, to ensure the survey requests
information that will be helpful to all groups involved. John Baldwin, the committee chair, has also been
coordinating with other groups who are creating surveys for similar purposes, to coordinate and
consolidate efforts.
Looking Forward. The Tracking Progress Committee plans to complete its survey and circulate to legal
employers and other legal organizations within the first few months of 2019. The committee will then use
the survey results to compile a report that provides baseline data for UCLI’s continuing efforts.
6.6

Development Committee

UCLI’s Development Committee has begun efforts to secure funding and financial security for UCLI’s
ongoing projects and operations. For example, the committee has applied for the Emil Gumpert Award
from the American College of Trial Lawyers, which decision is still pending. The committee has also
initiated planning of various fundraising events, including UCLI’s anniversary event and a larger
fundraising gala.
Beyond its efforts to raise capital, the Development Committee has retained professionals to assist with
UCLI’s financial management needs. In particular, Lone Peak will provide pro bono accounting and
financial advising services to UCLI.
The committee is also developing partnerships with other foundations and nonprofit organizations, such
as the Utah Bar Foundation and Utah State Bar, to consider different options with respect to coordination
and combining resources.
Looking Forward. Throughout 2019, UCLI’s Interim Executive Director will focus her efforts on
fundraising and, in particular, helping the Development Committee with grant proposals. The
committee will also continue its plans for a fundraising gala, which UCLI hopes to hold in late 2019 or
early 2020. Details will be forthcoming as they are finalized. Finally, the committee will continue efforts to
identify helpful partnerships for pooling resources, which will facilitate the goals of other UCLI committees.
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7.0

Looking Forward in 2019 – Other Issues
6.1

Future Hiring and Retention Plans

UCLI is currently at the stage where it needs to hire a permanent, full-time Executive Director and a parttime assistant. UCLI will strive to raise sufficient funds to do so by July 1, 2019.
6.2

Office

UCLI currently does not have an office. Its Interim Director works from home and meetings are typically
held at Dorsey & Whitney and the Utah State Bar. UCLI’s goal is to find space for its director and a
supporting staff in 2019.
8.0

Conclusion

UCLI is committed to evaluating the goals and structures outlined in this annual report to ensure the most
effective utilization of resources and to adjust as necessary to Utah’s evolving needs and demographics. To that
end, UCLI’s Executive Committee will assess the effectiveness of UCLI’s programs, goals, committees, and
mission in 2019, and will revise and restructure as necessary. It will publish the 2019 Annual Report by January 31,
2020. Each year’s report will summarize UCLI’s evolving objectives, programs and initiatives, progress, and
finances, and will be publicly available on the UCLI website, utahcli.org.
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